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Strategic Planning Steering Committee
October 22, 2008
3:00-4:30 pm, EAB Chancellor’s Conference Room

AGENDA

Topics for Discussion:

1. Welcome and Update

2. Centennial Kickoff Recap
   - Events went well and most everything exceeded expectations
   - Senator Chuck Hagel donation of archives has been very well received
   - Buy the Big O event was a huge success with 50 volunteers and over 600 reference/prospect cards collected

3. Task Force Updates
   - Strategic Planning Event
     - Draft agenda, website, and packet put together for Dr. Caret (forum speaker)
     - Make strategic effort to invite community members and add to our invitation list
   - Neal and Bill Joint Task Force
     - Three action steps:
       1.) Define community engagement at next meeting
       2.) Separate Task Forces to examine community engagement readings, and then also to determine what information has been collected within various units on camps
       3.) Synthesis on Research of community engagement

4. Chancellor’s Report
   - Many people are excited about the fact that we will be discussing definition and metrics of community engagement at the Strategic Planning Forum
   - New Student Advisory Committee (involved high school students also)
   - We need to focus on getting more of UNO, community members, and peers from other institutions involved with our engagement efforts

5. Next Meeting is January 21st, 2009
Focus for 2008-2009:

Engagement – Central to Our City

i. Inventory and document current UNO Community Engagement efforts
ii. Revise Goal 3 in the Strategic Plan to reflect current and future activities
iii. Host a Spring event that highlights the Community and Centennial theme